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Abstract 

ln this paper we describe a desi&D methodoiO&Y for the development of (potentially multi· 
proceasor) re&l-time syatem. Our propoaed methodolo&y differa fundament&lly from current 
methodolo&y and serves to help mana&e the complexity of masaive-intensive systems. One of 
tht distin&uishin& aspects of this methodolo&y is in its ability to express timiog coostraints 
and verify to what extent sucb constraints are met. A aecond distinguishing upeet of this 
methodology is to develop a system aceordins to fivt viewa of systems. ln particular, the 
problema coneerned witb the transformation of the specifications into the parallel prosrams 
are addresaed. 

The propoaed methodolosy is applied to develop ao ooboard geoerator for generatiog 
transfer frames , complyaont to the CCSDS R.ecommeodations (34), (35). This onboard &en
trator is implemented on a traosputer network (I), (2) . 

lndtz Ten111 Real-time systems, specification, performance evaluation , parallel process
in,;, (:(.~<;OS . transputer. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Many ta.sks performed in systems, such a.s those found in nuclear power plants. process con

trol and spacecra.ft applica.tions ha.ve stringent timing coostraints. The real-time contraints are 

hard. failure to meet them might cause a catastrophe. Although computer speed has increa.sed 

hy sPveral orders of magnitude in recent decades, the demand for computing capacity increases 

at an PvPn fa.ster sp('ed. Consequently. the required prOC('ssing power for many real· time appli

ca.tions still cannot be a.chieved with a. single processor system and these a.pplications need to 

be implemented on multiptocessor systems. 

On the oth('r ha.nd . a.dva.nces in VLS1 technology ha.ve ma.de it possible to construct hit;h· 

p('rforn1anc(' p<nallel computers with large numbers of processing elements. This is especially 

trul' with tht> appearance of transputer systems (I), (2) , where each transpu ter is constructed as 

a singl(' dtovice with priva.te memory, processor. and conuuunication links. Ou e to their regular 
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st ructure. transp11ters can be linked together to give high performance systems with arbitary 

topologies. Transputt'r networks therefore provide a favourable target environment for designers 

of complex rtal-timt' systems. 

A real-thut' system distinguishes itst>lf from other systems by the t'Xplicit involvement of 

thl' dimt'nsiou timt' and thl' dependability of tht' correctness of results as a function of time. 

According to many autbors,(3], (6ii]. (6i], (69), [7:2], (73). (~7], real time systems are subject to 

fundamental user requirt'ments, sucb as correctness of the system, taking into account timeliness 

and simultaneity, a high degree of predktability, of robustness. 

llistributed and paraUel target enviromnents, in whicb timing behavior depends on many 

factors including task aUocation, scheduling, and communication, complicate the analysis of 

timing rt'quirements. Thus, approaches to cope with the analysis of time during aU phases of 

rt'al-time development are needed . 

lt set'ms fair to say tbat current methods tbat aid in the development of (multi-processor) 

real-time systems are stiU underdeveloped [3], [65], (69], citekn:gnu64. Numerous methods bave 

been proposed for the desir;n of such systems , bowever, none of tbese metbods correxctly ad

dresst's aU kinds of user requirements. 

ln our research we did not find a. single metbod tbat covers ali pbases in the development 

cycle. As an exa.mple, consider Jackson System Design (24], (63], MASCOT3(?), RTSA(26], 

Statecharts (27) a.nd HOOD[29), weU known metbods for tbe development of real-time systems. 

JSD does not provide means to express tbe decomposition of tbe system until tbe process levei. 

MASCOT3's graphical nota.tion for process decomposition does not show control 1\ow. HOOD 

and otber object models bave problems with tbe poor execution time performance (38], which by 

tbe way is nota problem witb the object a.bstract abstrattion itself, but ususally foUows from an 

inelficient implementation of access to objects. Statecharts are appropriate for bebavior a.naly

sis. but the underlying metbod fails to address performance analysis. Finally, RTSA, a. variant 

on Structured Design(26), deals witb decomposing a system into modules, but ha.s limlta.tions in 

its ability to support design of concurrent system.DARTS (i:>) is a software design method for 

distributed real-time application, however. it not concerns with the schedulability analysis. 

Therefore, the objective of our works is to develop a siuglc design metbodology that covers 

ali pha.st's of the life cyde while ensuring that the spetifit real-time system requirements of 

the software wiU be met, even on paraUel architectures as target. A major difference between 

current methodologies and our methodology is tha.t we freely use a. number of different methods 

in tht' process of systems development . For each stage (or view as we wiU see !ater), one or 

$evt>ral specific methods are candidate for use. These methods are selected according to the 

characteristics of real-time systems and the requirements of each particular stage. \Vhenever 

required . Wt> t>xtend particular methods in order to satisfy the needs for the particular view we 

are <leaün,; with . 

Anotber major differenc!' between current methodologies and our methodology is that we 

empha.size an intt'gration betwt'E'n informal methods and formal techniques, exploiting the ad

vantagt>s of informal methods and formal methods. 
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This paper is organized as foUows. ln seetion II we outline the m&in a.speets and eharaeter

istlrs of the proposed methodolo~ and compare it to other methodolo,;ies. ln seetion lli we 

discuss issut's concerning the application of multiple vit'ws within pbase oriented developwent. 

ln stction IV we present a case study. the detailed development of a simulator for generating 

tht> transfer frame of CCSDS Reconunandations. ln that st'ction W(' furthermore deseribe how 

dyuamir aUora.tion and reconfiguration requirements are met in an implementation on a network 

of transputers. Finally. in seetion V we summarize the features of our methodolo~ and diseuss 

future work. 

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Different views on a system 

An aeceptable real-time design methodology must synthesize the different views that may 

exist on a. system, a.nd must ensure that an orderly series of steps covers ali aspects of the re

quirements and the design aspects. Hence. we propose a. methodology tha.t explicitly emphasizes 

the use of (five) complementary views on the aystem as a. sta.rting point for modeling a.nd design . 

The views are: the environmental view, the functional view, lhe behavioral view, the perfonnance 

tricw a.nd the material view. Each of these views wiU be discussed in detail below. 

The environmental view: Embedded compu ter systems h ave to react quickly and correctly to 

eomplex sequenees of externa! events. The entities tba.t produce these (externa!) events are 

coUectively named "environment". Since the beba.viour of the system is strongly coupled to 

the behaviour of the environment, an a.ccura.te ana.lysis and description of the behaviour 

of the environment is important in this application domain. We propose a view of the 

environment of system as part of the development of the system. ln buiJdjng this view, 

we are concerned witb : 

• the identification of objects in the environment of system; 

• the determination of operations and events related to these objects; 

• the description of the beh&viour of each object; 

• the specification of the tirning constraints of the output of each object. 

There is common agreement that object-oriented models closely match ou r model of reality. 

Typical object-oriented notations, such as provided by HOOD, and notations belonging 

to a variety of formal tecbniques (e.g. RT-ASLAN [58], Real-Time Logic (RTL)[59], ES

TEREL[29], LDS[30]. LOTOS) are suitable for describing the environment of the system. 

HOOD is typically ust'd for tht' identifica.tion (and informal description) of objects in the 

environment. subst>qut>ntly, formal techniques are suitable for the behavioural description 

of each of thl' elementary objects . The choice of the particular formal technique depends 

on tht- appUcation. 

Spt'cification of tirning constraints on output signals c ao be given in a variety of notations, 
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we prefer a símple apecifica.tíon notatíon that. in a !ater stage. can be embedded within 

other notations. ln thís notation. two kinds of constraint are identified. periodic and .<po

radic ones. A periodic constraint requires some action to be executed at fixed intervals 

while some state J>rediratt'S art' true. A sporadic timing constraint requires some action 

to hf' expcuted beforP a sperifit-d deadline elapses after the occurrencP of a ct>rtain event. 

Timing co11.<traint o/ < output signo/ > on system imp/ementatio11 is 

Wlai/c < evcnt > 
dcma11d to c:r;ecutc < actio11 > and finish to c:r;ecute < action > 
W/TH pcriod = < time >, deadline =<time> 

The propost>d syntax of a sporadic thning conatraint is: 

Timing constraint of < output signal > on system implementation is 

Wllilc < evcnt > 
dcmand to czccutc < action > and finish to czecutc < action > 
WJTH deadline = < time >, ltparation=< time > 

The separation parameter in a sporadic timing constraint specifies a lower bound on the 

length of an lnterval separating two successive occurrences of the triggering event. The 

purpose of the separation parameter is to prevent any source of sporadic requests for 

computation to hog the system. 

The functional view: The functional view captures the sta.tic structure of the syatem, it ad

dresses questions on functionality of the syatem, i.e. the input a.nd output, what the 

subfunctions are, and how these functíons are combined. 

We propose a decomposition to be performed by using an extension of SADT. SADT (36), 

(50) is a graphica.J language used for explicitly t>xpressing hierarch.ical and functional rela

tionships among any objects and activities, and h as been successfully applied to functional 

system decomposition, Unfortunately, SADT is not partlcularly suited to express the types 

of couuuunication and synchronization between different functions. Therefore, we propose 

an extension that allows three types of rt-lations hetween functions, to be expressed by 

lines of specific types in the diagrams (64) : 

• Synchronization by tovent, represented by the Une of figure 2.1. 

• Transfer of information by state variable. represented by the line of figure 2.1 . 
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• Transftr of information through ports. reprtsentt>d by the line p;iv('n in fi~~;ur(' 2.1. 

Apart from the so·called structured methods. a w('alth of formal specification notations 

~xist. W(' mention VOM and Z(R6). ln (RR) th(' intep;ration of formal tn('thods ans structured 

methods in softwar(' d('velopment is addressed in detail. 

The behavioral view: The bclaovioro/ vi('w captures the dynamics of the system. i.e. it cap· 

turts und('r which conditions the functionality is performed. 

On each levei of the activity hierachy, the control activities must be presented. controlling 

that particular levei. These controUers are responsible for specifying when . how and why 

things happen as the system reacts over time. 

Wt propose a combination of Statecharts/Real-Time Logic(59) to specify the behavior of 

a system. Statecharts, extensions to conventional Finite State Machine (FSM), make it 

ev('n easier to model complex system behavior unambiguously. Conventional state <lia

grams are inappropriate for the behavioral description of complex control, since they are 

flat and unstructured . are inherently sequential in nature and give rise to an exponential 

blow-up in the number states. Statecharts do overcome these problems by supporting a 

repeated decomposition of states into substates in an AND/ OR fashion, combined with 

an instantaneous broadcast communication mechanism. A rather important facet of these 

extensions is the ability to have transitions leave and enter states at an any levei of de

composition. 

A major drawback of statecharts is their underlying assumption that a transition between 

two states does not take any time. Statecharts are therefore less suited for expressing 

internal timing constra.ints of a system. As a remedy, Real-time Logic is used for tbe 

sptcification of the condition that guards the transition. 

The performance view: Performance refers to system responsiveness: the time required to 

respond to specific events. or to the number of the events processed in a given time interval. 

Other than for e.g. information systems. and t>Vt'D for soft real-time systems, in ha.rd real

time systems, performance issues are correctness issues. 

ln today's embedded computer systems, perfonnance requirements are a major concern. 

Due to the time criticalness of such an application, performance analysis and optimiza.tion 

becomes prominent. Hence, wp propose a performance view. in which the performance 

of the artefacts under construction is criticaUy inspected, and where the performance of 

the rtsultin,; system is kept under control within the development process. ln buildin,r; 

this view on the system. analysis and simulation models of the system are developed . The 

function o ( these models is to help to determine performance bottlenecks in the system 

and 10 assist in tht st>ltction of tht' final hardwart' configuration. The bask tt'chnology 
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is simpl~. rou~~;h estimates of proressing times and communication times for elementary 

functions are computed. These estimates are tallied to vt>rify wether the complete aystem 

fits within user defined muhi-processors or on (hypothetical) multi-processors aud can 

met>t time constraints. An analytical model can be constructed. which is based on this 

data. Such a modt>l providl's possibiüties for a romputer-based simulation, p;aup;inp; thP 

effects of alteration or extension to system design. ln order either to simpüfy the model and 

make it mort> usable. we use a precedence graph (40), [6], wodel omittinp; needless details. 

These graphs for the basis for performing analysis through queueing networks (10), (39) , 

(4~) and simulation can be pt>rformed. 1'ransformation from a functional diagram to a 

precedence graph (software partition (43)) deals with the process of defining tasks from 

p;ivt>n functional diagrams. Within distributed systems of the kind we are looking at, each 

procPssor has only limited local memory space anda restricted C: PU throughput capability. 

lf local memory space is not large enough to accommodate a particular task, that task 

needs to be broken down into smaller pieces. Also, given the througbput capability of 

a processo r. if the arrival rate of an input type exceeds its service rate. its processing 

requirements need to be partitioned into multiple tasks and more than one node must 

sbare the processing responsibUity. 

The material view: The material view aims at supporting the proceas of fittlng the specl· 

fication onto a particular target hardware environment . A developer must decide what 

hardware should be used and how it is used to implement the apecification. The material 

view provides means for evaluating particular configurations with respect to a particular 

application. Such a view ran be represented by a pictorial representation of tbe system 

sho\\·ing how the hardware is configured and how the tasks are implemented. 

Tht> number of processors is almost always smaller than the number of ta.sks, processou 

h ave to be shared among processes. Rules must be estabüshed for allocation and scheduling 

of tasks (or functions). while these scheduling policies themselves also should be imple

mented. Since task allocation and scheduling is part of the overall software engineering 

methodology, it should support the system objectives. One of the most criticai system 

performance goals of a real-time application is to satisfy the response time requirement. 

Another importanL aspect is the communication and synchronisation between tasks. Real· 

time communication must be predictable in satlsfying message-level timing requirement. 

The implementation not only ensures the logical correctneas of a communication . but also 

timing correctness. 

2.2 Methodological aspects 

Couuuon methodologies emphasize development to be structured in severa! phases. Wf do not 

~h arE' this view. ratht>r tban sticking to different phases . we emphasize on the different views ou 

lhl' system. 
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Of course. embedding the muJtiple-vil'w approach within classical phase-oriented develop· 

ment models Is possible. and even rather straight-forward. Dependin,; on the characteristics of 

the dl'velopUlent organization and the estimated size of the resulting product. a particular pbase 

modPI can bP selPcted. HowPvl'r. in thosl' projects performed by ourselvPs. WE' havl' bel'n using 

1\11 t"volutionary approarb . 

3 Performance analysis and lmplementation 

One of the most imporu.nt views on the system under development. is the view in which per· 

formanre analysis and schedulability check are central. Performance analysis is a quantitative 

forrn of analysis on software design. in order to model the behaviour of the system when externa! 

workloads are applied to it. 

ScheduJability analysis is a qualitative form of analysis. in which it is investigated whether 

or not particular schedules are indeed deasible within the tarr;et environment. 

3.1 Performance models 

Three analysis strategies guide the formulation of a performance model (83), (39), (84). ln early 

sta,;es of the development process. the purpose of software performance engineering is to identify 

development plans that lead to software. meeting its performance objectives and, when muJtiple 

alternatives exist, that might provide data for the selection of the most desirable alterative. 

At this stage, designers focus on high-level decisions rather than implementation details. lt is 

suggested that we use models that can be constructed quickly and that enable rapid evaluation 

of alternatives. 

Performance studies in early atages of development seldom have precise input data. ln early 

sta,;es, both a best-and-worst-case analysis are needed to identify potential risks. Ir best-case 

predictions show that objectives will not be met, developers must seek feasible alternatives before 

processin::;. If the worst·case predictions produces satisfactory performance predictions. it seems 

that the models applied so far are indeed feasible, so that dt"velopment ran continuE' with its 

next phase. 

Usually, the rt'sults are somewhere in between, in which case software performance engineer

in,; methods nt'l'd to be applied to identify and focus on criticai components to obtain morl' 

precise data and to monitor anel manage critical-component performance as the system evolves. 

ln thesl' cases w~ need ~xplicit performance mod(']s. 

A pl'rformance model is an abstraction of the real system, developed for the purpose of 

,;aining greater insight into the performance of the system. whether the system actually exists 

or not. This abstraction may bl' in the form of a mathematical model or a simulation model. 

ln ordt>r to construct anel evaluate performance models. Wl' need severa! types of data (83), (84), 

(:19): 

Performance requlrements: Specific, quantitive performanct> requirements for the system 

must hl' defined . 
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Behavior patterns and intensity: This requires identification of the distinct types of events 

that occur as weU as their intensity. lntensity is defined either interms of tbe arrival 

rate of eacb type of event o r the number of roncurrent users (o r externa! entities) that 

interact wi tb the systt'm and the frequency of their requests ( events ). Specification for 

both steady-state and worst-case behavior are needed. 

Software descriptions: The operatlons that provide responses to the events must be de

scribtd. The levei of dttail increases as the software evolves. 

Execution Environment: The execution environment is descrlbed by specifying the hardware 

dtvices and (significant) software service routines required for execution and the service 

rate for each of them. Any other work that may introduce resource contention delay must 

also be inc.ludt'd in the execution environment. 

Resource uaage estimates: Resource requirements for operations, in terms of processor de

mands, 1/0, and (!ater) memory requiremenu must be quantified. These provide the 

tstimated number of sevice requests per device or sevice routine and the amount of service 

needed for each operation. 

Based on precedence graphs (6), (40), queueing networks (10), (39), (48), and simulation 

techniques are used to evaluate performance of paraUel prograuts. 

Tbe steps of performance analysls are as foUows: 

L evaluate execution time, communication time and activation time of a1l elementary func

tions, related to a hypothetical multiprocessor on basis of the behavioural diagrams for 

those functions. 

2. transform the function diagram into precedence grapbs. 

:J. evaluate this transformation. lf perforrnance requirements are met, continue. If some per

forwance requirements are not yet met , change the type of processor. change tht number 

of prortssor or redo tht functional analysis for a furthtr decomposition of the function. 

4. evaluate various strategies of aUocation and scheduling to obtain the good performance of 

system. 

3.2 Elementary execution time prediction 

~lethods for predicting tht execution and communication time for real-time systems aim at 

finding best and worst execution times of elementary functions. ln particular. the approach of 

Shaw (66]. (i9), (81), aid in predictin,; such execution times. The method of Shaw is based on 

tht' following steps: 

I. dt'Compost a statt"ment into primitive basic components (atomic blocks). as defined by the 

(language dependent) tiruing schema for the statement. 
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1. predict the implementation sizt for each atomic block. i.e. the code prediction. 

:l. dtttrmint the tXl'CII tion timu of tht lltomic blorks from the times of machine instructions 

productod by tht> implementation . 

.t. Computl' tht> l'Xt>rution timtos of statements. usin,; the times of tht> atomk blocks and 

timin,; schema for the statement. 

3.3 'ftansforming functional diagrams to precedence graphs 

ThP tr11nsfonuation from a func.tional diagr11m to a precPdPnce grapb (softwMP partition(4:l]) 

dPals with the process of defininj!; la~k~ from given functional diagrams. The transformation 

maps a ~iven set of lo,;ical modules. reflectin,; the user·s point of view, onto a set of software 

tasks. reflectin,; the impll'mentor's view of the system. 

The cri teria. for deddin,; whether a function should be a separate task or grouped with other 

function into one task are foUowinj!; (75): 

• dependency 1/0 

• user interfa.ce dependency 

• periodic execution 

• time criticai function item computational requiremeots 

• functional cohesion 

• sequential cohtosion 

ln fi,;urt> 1, functions FI 11nd F2 are sequential, wto combine them into one task task 1. as weU 

functions F4 and F5 are combine into task2. we obtain a precedente graph as showin Figure 

l(b). 

3.4 Verification of schedulability 

When the functional dia,;rams are tra.nsformed into a set of tasks, the acceptability of this trans

formation needs to be decidtod. This evaluation is called Schedulability Analysis or schedulability 

chl'ck or vtorfica.tion of schedulability. 

A task or a task set is said to be schedulable if it meets aU its deadlines. Guaranteed scbedu

lability analysis attempts to determine wbether a task or task set wiU be scbedulable under 

a ,;ivton condition. lt emphasizes thl' prl'dictability of the timing behavior of system. UsaUy. 

schedul11bility 11nalysis concerns with deternúng if thE' timing requirements of a set tasks under 

a ,;iv~>n Sl't of weU-understood srheduling &lgorithms. 

Liu and Layland (90) showed that Rate Monotonic and Earliest De&dline schedulin,; are op

timal static and dynamic priority scheduling algorithms for scheduling periodic tasks on a single 
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Fi~Çurt> 1: precedence graphe of a function diagram 
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proc~ssor system. 

ln multiprocessor systems. va.rious scheduling a.lgorithms ha.ve been proposed. however, none 

can hf' ust'd in ,;enera.l rase. A major problem is that most of the multiprocessor schedulin,; 

problems that ha.vf' bf'en studied so fa.r rely on too ma.ny a.ssumptions which do not hold in 

reality. 

The- Schf'dula.blity chf'ck uses a.n ea.rliest-dea.dline-first stra.tegy to compute a fea.sible solution 

in which time constraint and a Ri\·en precedente constraints are enforced. First , we check to 

Sl'l' whf'ther each prote$SOT is idlf' or not. lr some processor Is idle, then Wl' first select a.mong 

aU e-li,;iblt> tasks (its predecessors bave been completed) the ta.sk that ha.s the shortest deadline 

for exec.ution. lf more tban one ta.sk ha.s the shortest deadline. we select the task that ha.s the 

lar~~;est computation time. lf stiU more than one ta.sk applies. we select an a.rbitrary one. lf there 

are tasks for which time constraints can not be met, no fea.sible solution can be found. either 

the software partitioning should be redone (decompose a large tasks into a set of sma.IJ) or high 

ptrforma.nce hardware should bt> used (increa.se the number of microprocessors and the speed of 

microprocessors). 1f the timin,; constra.ints of a.IJ ta.sks can be met, a feasible schedule ha.s been 

found. 

3.5 lmplementation 

After the distribution of the system over hardware and sonware, the ta.sks should be aUocated 

and sheduled on paraUel processou to achieve folowing goa.ls: 

I. to mtet the behavioura.l requiremf'nts from the beh&vioura.l view; 

2. to meet the timeliness constra.ints; 

:1. to meet precedence constraints between ta.sks; 

4. to minimize communic&tion cost between processors; 

5. to ba.l&nce utilization of each of the processors. 

The ma.in problems in the implementation from specific:t.tion are how to man&ge the tasks 

on a multiprocessor and how do we transform the rela.tions between functions of a functional 

~pecificatíon ínto tht> relations between processors or ln to relations between tasks on & processor. 

Task mana,;ement encompa.sst's se-vera! clearly dístinguisha.ble phasts: 

I. task assi,;nmf'nt · the inital placement of tasks on processors; 

2. tMk schedulinp; · local CPU scheduling of the tasks on a same processor: 

3. task mi,;ration (loa.d sharlng) · dynamic reassignment of tasks to processors in response 

to chan,;in,; loads on the processors. 
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Common heuristics result in su boptimumal solutions of task assignment. often useful in 

aJ>plications where an optimal solution is not obtainable. We suggest the app\ication of the 

task assi,;muent model of Chu and Lan [4:.lj . ln tht'ir al,;orithm, the load of l'ach processor is 

built up from two components. intcnnodu/c commur~icatior1 (IMC) and accurnulative czccutior1 

time (AET) of each modull'. Thl! task aUocation function can be basl'd on minimizing thl'load 

on the most heavily loaded processor ("bottleneck"). The parameter of precedente relation 

(I' R) specifies the execution sequencl' of the modules. This algorithm for aUocation involves the 

foUowing steps: 

I. compute IMC and AET: 

"J. . compute the IMC inde.x and thl' PR index; 

:1. combine modules with large IMC into groups to reduce total system load; 

4. assign module groups to processors. 

There has been much research into task schedu\ing on a single and multiprocessor syatem. 

Optimal schedules in most of these models require algorithms which are NP-hard. We use a 

subopthnal method which consists of the foUowing steps: 

I. determine the levei I; for each task of precedence graph (the levei I; of task i is defined to 

be the longe.st path from exit node to task i) 

2. construct the priority \ist in the descending oeder of li and the number of immediately 

successive tasks. 

3. execute \ist scheduling on the basis of the priority \ist. 

Load sharing can be considered part of the larger distributed achedu\ing problem. Deairable 

proptrties of a load sharing strategy include: 

• optimal overall system performance-total processing capacity maximized while retaining 

acceptable delays; 

• fairness of service-uniformly acceptable performance províded to tasks regardless of the 

processor on which the task arrives; 

• failure tolerance-robustness of performance maintained in the presente of partia! failures 

in the system . 

Load sharing must cause the tasks to be shared among the processors so tha.t concurrent 

J>rOcl'ssinl!'; is ena.bled and bottlenecks are avoided whenever possible. A good load sharing 

algorithme wiU tend not to aUow any st'rver to be idle while there are tasks awaiting in the 

systt'lll . lt wiU also not discriminate against a task based on the particular processor by which 

that task arrives. 

Wl' propose the appücation of the algorithm of Ni [44) for achieving Load Balancing. The 
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al,;orithm is based on the identific-.tion of three distinp;uish-.ble states for characterization of the 

J>rocessor load. 

• a ligltt-load state indicates that the processar can acct'pt some migrant tasks: 

• a ltcat>y-load statl' indicates that it may bt> helpful to h ave some of thl' tasks to bt' migrated 

to other processors: 

• a nonnol-load state indicates that no mi,;ration effort is needed for that proetssor. 

The major bottleneck in implementinp; a communication protoeol is again to meet the timin,; 

constriLints of rnessap;e-level and ensure the predictability requirements of real-time systems. 

The relation "state variable" (see also seetion II) between functions is realized by memory. 

Main problPm is to desi,;n t'ntry and exit protocoles that satisfy the foUowing properties: 

• mutual exclusion: 

• absence of deadlock: 

• absence of unneeessary delay 

Semaphores [5), [9), [48] are used for the implementation of criticai sections, due to their sim

plicity in use. 

However, task blocking time must be considered. Blocking occurs when a request is made for 

a resource which has mutual exclusion requirements and is already in use. The most common 

situation occurs when two tasks attempt to access sbared data. To maintain consistency, the 

access must be serialized. lf the higher priority task gains aceess first, then the priority order is 

manitained. However, if the highter priority task arrives after the lower priority task gains access 

to the shared data, the priority inversion taskes place. Priority inversion is said to occur when 

a bip;ber priority task must wait for the processing of a lower priority task. lf priority inversion 

is not c.ontroUed. it become impossible to deternúne whether tasks can meet their deadlines. 

To maintain a high degree of schedulablity of the system. communication protocol that would 

minimize the amount of the blockin~ are essential. We suggest to use A priority inheritance 

approach of R.R.ajkumar (91] to solve this problem. 

The relations "synchroniz.ation by event~ and " transfer of information by ports " (see also 

Sl'ction II) are realized by interrupt or boolean variables or semaphores or monitor or message 

passin~ [!i), (9], (4R). 

\Vben message passinp; is used. channels are typicaUy the only objects process share. every 

variable is local to and accessible by only one process. This implies that variables are oever sub

jt>ct to concurrent access. and therefore no spetial mechanism for mutual exclusion is rtoquired. 

Thl' progranuning tiLn be done by the aid of tht> behavioural tliagrams. The problem of trans

lation of a bthavioural tliagram into paraUel program involvl's: translation of states. translation 

of actions a.nd tra.nslation of transitions expressed ln this beha.vioural diagram. The methods of 

translation depend on the target paraUel la.n,;uap;e to use. We do not discuss this issue here in 
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dl'tail. 

4 A case study: CCSDS Telemetry 

4.1 Introduction 

CGSDS [34), [3!í) Advanced Orbiting Systems wiU include manned and man-tended space sta

tions. unmanned space plateforms. free Oying spacecrafts and advanced space transportation 

systems operating at a very wide range of user data rates in an environment of extensive on

board and ground computer networking. 

Telemetry data arcounts for a large fraction of the total volume of data that must be han· 

dled for typical space missions. Payload instruments generate data continuously, at rates which 

may vary althougb most instruments generate data ata rate of I Mbits/s and only a relative few 

generate data at higher rates. Although data compression is occasionally incorporated to reduce 

communications requirements, most telemetry data are traosmitted to ground "raw". Because 

of the higb rates and volumes of data involved. their fast and efficient handling is essential. An 

important concept of packet telemetry is segmentation. Segmentation is a mechanism whereby 

the spaceeraft data handling system breaks long packets into shorter pieces, with additional 

data for reconstructing the long packets. 

ln order to meet the requiremenu for on board telemetry systems, we developed a system 

whicb can generate the transfer frame telemetry that complies to CCSDS Recommendation. 

The system is built using a transputer network . 

4.2 The environment of the system 

There are severa! satellites in the environment, one having severa! data sources which produce 

data to be transmitted to the telemtry system. The tinúng constraint is 2 milliseconds. 

We begin by identifying the objects in the environment. as illustrated in fig. 2. Decomposi

tion is finished once severa! objecta in the environment are obta.ined, decomposition is completed 

at the levei of data sources. Second, the operations required for each data source. must be iden

tified. (The operation of the data source is merely to produce data and to output this data.) 

Next. we specify the time constraints on the operations, here one millisecond. Continuing our 

objert-oriented development, we migbt write the specification of the data source as: 

Data aource ij ia 
do 

produco data 
whon data roa.dy 

output data 
Ti•ins conotraint of output data on ayotoa 
iaploaontation is 

Vbilo data roacly 
doaancl to executo anel tinhh tho senoration ot tranator truo 
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Figure 2: The environment of the system 

eith period •10 •illeaeconcl, d ... clUne• o~~e •illueconcl . 
•nd data aourc• 

4.3 Functional requirements of the system 

The system rnust be able to furnish the transfer frame by packets such that its output complies 

to GCSDS Recommendations. 

The primary functional requirements for the system, are as follows: 

• creation of source packets. A source packet encapsulates a block of observation and aux

iliary application data which is to be transrnitted from a data source in space to a source 

analysis facility on the ground. 

• multiplexing of the packets on a virtual channel. A single physical channel may be sbared 

by difft'rt>nt typt>s of users by creatin~ multiple apparently parallel "virtual" paths, a virtual 

channel, through the channel. 

• Transfer trame generation. A transfer frame contains a header and trailer with space link 

protocol control information, and a flxed length data fleld with higher layer service data 

units. 

• 11ddition of CRC or R-S code [35J, [35J, and insertion of the synchronisation and serialisation 

messages for the ~eneration of the Physical Channel Access Protocol Data Unit. 

ln flgurt' 3. we specify the primary functions of the system usinr; an extension of SA DT. ln 

this functional dia.p;ram. d;o.ta ready, parket ready ... are synchronisation events, frame length. 

packet lt>ngth ... are state variables. source data. source packet... represent tbe transfer of 

information per port. 
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Figure 3: The functional requirements of the system 
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4.4 The behaviour of the system 

Tht> inte,;ration of statecharts and Real-Time Logic provides a suitable vehicle for the analysis 

of th~ brhaviour of tht' syst~m. 

Figure 4: The behaviour of function generation of transfer frame 

ln fig. 4 a statechart is used for describing the behaviour of the system. At the first levei, 

there are four sta.tes: inactive, ready, blocked, and running. 

Initially, tbe function GTF ( Generation of Telemetry Frames) is inactive. When lt receives the 

~vent 11tart, it t'ntt'rs the sta.te ready. ln the sta.te ready, the function GTF enters state running 

when the processor is idle. ln that state it generates the transfer frame. lf in state ready, the 

bufft'r is full. it t'ntt'rs the state blocked. Wht>n in state blocked, it enters tbe sta.te ready wben 

the buffer is not full. The function GTF completes its execution on receiving the event end, by 

t'ntering tbe state inactive. 

The state r·tmning ís an abstraction for six su b-states: creation of packcts, crcation of empty 

packc~. ruultiplezing, gtneration of parai/ti framu, creation of empty framu and scrilization. 

Firstly, whton source data is rt>ady, GTF is in state creation of packet. Wht>n source packt>t is 

produced in a.n interval tl. the tovent packet ready occurs and the GTF enters the state multi

plc.zing. lf in that interval ti. no source packet is produced. a time out occurs and stat(' crcation 

of cmpty packet will be entered. Similarly, in state mulliplezing, when a multiplexed data unit 

( mpdu) is prodnced in the interval t2, tht' t'Vt'nt mpdu occurs and statt> gcneration of parai/ri 

jmmc11 is t>ntered . lf mpdu is not produced in that interval t:2, a time out occurs and state 

cr'Clltion o/ cmpty frame is entered. When the frame is ready and the buffer is not full, the 
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function GTF enters the state 11erialization. ln contrast. when the frame is 'buffer', GTF enters 

the state blocked to wait for the occurrence of the event no-full buffer. 

Constraints upon events lime-ou ti. lime-out:! and no /ull buffer are spetified usin,; Real Time 

Logic. 

• time-outl= Vi @(packet ready, i+ I) ~ li)(packet ready, i)+O.l) 

• time-out2= Vi O(mpdu ready, i+ I)~ @(mpdu ready, i)+O.I) 

• no fuU buffer= Vi O(no fuU buffer, i+l) $ C( fuU buffer. i)+O.OJ) 

4.5 Performance analysis of the system 

For tht' construction of a performance view, we begin with transforming the func:tional 

diagram as sbown in figure 3 into precedente grapbs. Two types of precedence graphe are 

possible. as sbown in figure 5. ln the first type aU tasks are combined into a single task in 

order to minimize the amount of task communication. ln the other type four tasks are used in 

a pipeline arthitecture. 

Figure ~: precedence graphe 

For the evaluation of the two types of precedente graphs, we use queuing networks. For a 

transputer system (our target system), the system is modeled as the queue M/M/1. Tbe results 

are shown in the Table I. ln this table • .>.=data arrival rate (number/s), D= data arrival rate 

in Mbits (Mbits/s). 

~t= mean service rate ( 104 bits). T= average response time (lo-• s) 

As shown in this table, the average response time is already I millisecond when D = 9Mbit.•. 

l:sinR a sin,;le transpu ter system does not lead to a solution that meets the performance require

ment of the application. 
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Witb a sinp;le task sucb tbat tbe data is allocated on a four transputer s:vstem. witb statical 

ronflguration . tbe pt>rformance (tbe mean response times, and tbe utilization ratt> of the proces· 

sor) is good , compare<! to tbe performance with a one transputer system. 

,... . ., .. 

Wben tbe precedence grapb of tbe systeru is of tbe second type, eacb of tbe four tasks forming 

a pipt>line. can be aUocated on a single transputer. Tbe resulu of performance simulation for 

tbis arcbitecture art> sbown in table 4. The results show that with this choite of architecture the 

mean time response decreases, &od the throughout increases, compared to the results preseoted 

in table 2. The results of table 2 and table 4 sbow little dlfference in performance between the 

two approaches. h must be noted, however. that the communication overheads are relativt>ly 

small . However. when the tasks execute on differeot processors. traosfer of ioformation wiU 

ranse ovt>rbead. Furtbermore. having tasks waiting for commuoication with ao otherwise idle 

procPssor. wiU de,;radP the performance of the system. Therefort>. in tht> final implt>mt>nta.tion. 

wt> selected a sin,;le task on precedeoce graph of this application. 

Bast>d oo tbe one task solution. tbe c.boice for an algoritbm for dynamic aUocatioo of data 

for tht> transp11tNS, b ecomes interestiog. The results io table 3, compared with the ones thP 

OD('S in table 2 aod table 4. show tbat the choseo dynamic aUocation algorithm outperforms 

th t> static aUocation a.l,;orithm using the sarne levt>l of information. This phenom('non ca.n b~ 
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~ ... 

:-· ...... --~---·-

explaint>d by notin,; realizing that the dynamic allocation algorithm does not allow a processar 

to bPcomt> idle as lon,; as data is waiting in the system. 

, .................. ...... 

4.6 The material view and the implementation 

A lab-grade prototype of the system was constructed using transpulers. ln order to meet the 

reliability requirement, recall that the CCSDS onboard system runs in a very hostil environmenl, 

we ust> nint> T800 transputers. The executive software is written in OCCAM (21), (32]. 

The architecturt> of lhe systt>m is given in figurt>. 6, there are nine T800 transputt>rs, ont> 

T:l:l:l transputer and an interconnection network. The root transputer is inc\uded in a PC . 

and is used as central controller of transputt>r networ. The other TSOOs are connected by the 

interconn~ction network. The T2:22 is used to control the connection of lhe network. 

ln the implementat.ion, we use dynamic allocation of data, which is consistent with the perfor

mancP view. Tht> remaining TSOO's are organized in a way that one of the T800 processors is 

tht> managemenl processor (root), where the load information of ali the processors is gathered. 

When one of the other proctssors becomes idle or nearly idle, lhe root processar t ransfers tasks 

to it . 

.-\ connection hetweton the root transputer and another processar is established through a 

simple protocol in which a message is send to the T:l:l:l, After receiving this mesnge. the T:2:2:2 

lnktos lhe appropriate actions. establishing a connection within I i micro seconds. 

Estimatin,; the processor load is obviously a problem. our (simplified) assumption has been that 

there are 11 data on each processor. The root transpu ter calculates its load hy the following 
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.... , 

....... 

Figure 6: The a.rchitecture of hardware 

for mui~: 

load =(lhe ltngtll o/ do.to.lftlle po.cket lengtll + ... + tlle length of dato. nfpo.cket length) 

The control a.l,;orithm on the root transpu ter is given in figure 7. 

PlOC ~(CMA..-.OPAXY-.,.oce.~L&rwtCII.M.Ioldl 

variablu ddlnílicn 
no 

tnal.IHOT......._ .. 
AU ....,, .. ·~" .. ,. . .,.,.., .. 

sr.o ..... ,...._._ ... ., .......... ~ ........... 
lf ,......, ...... ..... 

•WifiC.\.OoAI 1 ..... dal.-bft'ef•_,...crtocn.allltn.tDOI 

cMc*l ... 
ALT .... ,._ ........... _,.. .... , ........................ , 

c'oct 1 AI'1"U ... PlUS ll ........... 
to PfOON' .,...,. Jauic aM NC...cNC~IM •rw"' 

Figure 7: ControUer a.lgorithm 

5 CONCLUSION 

WP ha.'·" proposed a. desifi~D methodolog.v for modeling a.nd development of multiprocessor 

r~a.l-tlmt> syllems. The methodolojzy is ba.sed on the identifica.tion of differt>nt views on tbe sys

tt>m to bP build. and a. dt'composition of the system development a.ccordingly. ln our methodol

og_v, Wl' han• separa.tt>d the t>nvironment a.nd system dt>arly. t>nvironmentlmodeling a.nd a.na.lysis 

is ont! of tht! importa.nt elements in our methodolo,;_v. ln this environmenta.l modeling. wt> pro

posl'd oriented olJject approaches. 
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For tbP support of the analysis of the functional aspect> of the system (lhe functional viPw i:; 

om SPrond viPw on systems), Wf' propose some f'Xtensions to SADT. Three specifir kinds of line 

ME' ustd to express three types of communication and synchronisation between functions. 

Tht behavioural aspt>ct is particular to real-timl' systems. therefore. we distinguish a separatP 

bthavioural vitw. WP integrated the use of Statecharts 11nd Real-Time Logic as a vehicle for 

hthavioural analysis. Statecharts for tht> hiPrachial bthaviourl analysis and Real Time Logic for 

tht sptrifiration of timing constra.ints on the system. 

ln the dPsign of rPal-time systems, the performance vitw is very important. lt is during thf' 

ronstruction of this view that a functional ~iagram is tranformed into a set of tasks and dif

ferent partit ioning schemes are evaluated to select an optimal partitionintr; with respect to the 

application and its operating environnunent. Different allocation and scheduling algorithms MP 

Pvaluatf'cl to select algorithms for optimal or sub-optimal performance. 

Wp have proposed metbods to implement functional diagrama and beb1.vioural diagrama on 

multiprocessors, bridging the gap between tbe software specification and its implementation. 

Tht' examplt> described in tbe previous section illustrates the use our methodology in the de

sign of a real-time parallel system. The development of this application demonstrated that 

thP proposed methodology is complete. lt shows that tbe results of a thorough performanre 

~>valuation are useful for software partitioning and for the alloca.tion of processes and data on a 

multiprocessor system. Furtbermore, with performance evaluation the problem of garanteeing 

thl' deadlines of the v1.rious real-time tasks are addressed. Finally, the controlled utilization of 

a multiprocessor system ilnprovt>s the system's performance dramatically. 

Howt>vt>r, many research problems rema.in , we will briefty address some of these. 

I. What (improved) modeling techniques e~.n be used to model the user requirements and to 

formally validate these requirements; 

1.. What kinds of vt>rification techniques are suitable for programs in this doma.in; Testing 

rl'al-time software presents special prob)('ms, du(' to the practical impossibility to re-creat(' 

particular state sequences that may occur as a reaction on externa! interrupts. Further· 

more. even if such test were possible. the interpretation of the output results may be 

difficult . Analyticl terhniques are therefore essential to verify the correctness of real-time 

software. Much research needs to be done in thia aspect. 

:1. lt is not possible to ,;uarantee the reliabilty of a program by only validation and testing. 

lf extremely r('liable programs are required , some form of software fault-tolerance must bl' 

usl'd. Murh work remains to be done in this aspect. 

4. For many r('al-timl' systems. it is not feasible neither for economic nor for safety reasons to 

stop or take off-Une an entire system in order to change some parts of it. Hence, dynamic 

I"Cronfiguration. Dl'l'ds to be supported. ~iuch work remains to be done in this area. 

5. Determining an optimal allocation and scheduling is known to be NP-hard and is hence 
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imprartical. Thl' probll'm is further complicated whl'n. in addition to romputa.tion times 

and dl'adlinl's of tasks. resonrc!' r('(!uireml'nts h ave to be accounted for . i\ I uch work remains 

also in this bra.nch. 

6. As compnter systems btcome la.rger a.nd morl' complica.ted. a.nalytic modelin!!; will becomt 

more difficult and simula.tion will play an increasing important rol!' in perfonnanc!' tval

nation. A key challenJ!:e is to be able to dtvist> computationally efficient tPr.hniqnts to 

simula.te models of increasinp; complex systems. 
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